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Bursts of electron cyclotron emission during disruptions of high beta
discharges in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor tokamak

A. Janos, K. McGuire, E. Fredrickson, W. Parks, and S. Zweben
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey 08543

J. Hastie
UKAEA, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3DB, United Kingdom

~Presented on 13 May 1996!

Disruptions are sudden terminations of tokamak plasma discharges. During disruptions at high beta
b whereb w plasma pressure/magnetic pressure, short~order ofms! and intense bursts of electron
cyclotron emission~ECE!, an order magnitude above thermal levels, are observed in the second
harmonic electron cyclotron frequency range, which corresponds to 100s of GHz in the Tokamak
Fusion Test Reactor tokamak. A unique combination of two, fast, 500 kHz, 20-channel grating
polychromator instruments, located at different toroidal positions, is used to measure the emission
and characterize these bursts. New insights into the three-dimensional dynamics of these disruptions
and the accompanying bursts of ECE have been obtained. Bursts of ECE occur at the beginning of
the thermal quenches and exhibit strong toroidal asymmetries. Bursts are localized to the vicinity of
the ballooning mode, a fast growing~few ms! medium toroidal mode number~n510–20! precursor,
localized toroidally, poloidally, and radially, which triggers the disruptions. Fast-particle losses
occur with the explosive growth of the ballooning mode, followed by plasma/wall interaction.
Bursts of ECE occur shortly afterwards, within 10s ofms of the fast particle losses. An explanation
of the bursting is presented which is consistent both qualitatively and quantitatively, with
observations predicting, for example, radiation enhancement factors of'10. Bursting can be
explained not in terms of enhanced excitation of emission but rather in the reduction of absorption
of thermal emission. Bursting is consistent with a modification to the electron distribution function
f e due to a rapid energy or particle exchange between hot electrons and cold electrons from the
edge, momentarily reducing the velocity gradient off c in the thermal region. Large edge localized
mode events also exhibit bursts of ECE due to a similar sequence of events. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~97!72601-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR!
started producing highb discharges over ten years ago, lar
bursts of electron cyclotron emission~ECE!, higher than
thermal levels, were observed. These bursts~Figs. 1 and 2!
are most characteristic of these disruptions. However, no
planation could be given which would satisfy all of the o
servations. We study these since they may offer insight
the dynamics of the disruption process. In particular, the
sociation with the localized nature of the recently identifi
ballooning mode precursor trigger offered a new and uni
opportunity to understand disruption dynamics. Also, num
ous astrophysical cases of bursts occur, but are more diffi
to understand and are not fully and satisfactorily explain
Finally, an ultimate aim would be to control and/or preve
disruptions. One of the only other times that bursts of E
are observed in TFTR with comparable robustness is du
large edge-localized modes~ELMs! in neutral beam heate
H-mode discharges,1 in which the bursts occur near the ed
of the plasma. ECE spikes are excellent indicators of la
ELM events in TFTR. An important similarity between e
fects that ELMs and disruptions have on plasmas was n
in Ref. 2: ‘‘both cause a loss of energy and particles on
time scale of the order of 100ms.’’
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 68 (1), January 1997 0034-6748/97/68(1)/505
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II. INSTRUMENTATION

Two grating polychromator instruments,3 separated 126°
toroidally, measure profiles of second harmonicX-mode
ECE along the midplane from the low field side. Frequenc
are in the microwave region~150–300 GHz!. Each system
has 20 channels, a bandwidth of 250 kHz, and is digitized
up to 500 kHz. Plasmas are optically thick, with an optic
deptht'30, so that the intensity of the~black body! emis-
sion is a measure of the electron temperatureTe and the
MHD, sinceTe can then be assumed to be constant on fl
surfaces. Temperature measurements are local as oppos
line-integrated.

III. SCENARIO OF DISRUPTION FOR HIGH b
DISCHARGES

Characterization of bursts is best accomplished with
understanding of, and in the context of, the basic scenari
the highb disruption:3,4 First, a two-dimensional equilibrium
becomes unstable to low-n modes. Usually,n51 internal
kink, with (m,n)5~1,1!, etc. The low-n mode produces a
localized high pressure gradient on the outer midplane. T
steep gradient destabilizes a linearly fast-growing, ide
high-n ~n510–15! ballooning mode. The ballooning mod
is strongly driven in a nonlinear fashion, changing from
multiple-period wave packet to one large prominence~Fig. 1,
505/4/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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item 2!. Growth of the ballooning mode leads to destabiliz
tion of edge modes and island formation. The modes over
causing stochasticity in the outer region, from the balloon
mode outward, which develops to encompass the entire c
section,5 the onset of a thermal quench.

The onset of fast particlea loss ~Fig. 1, items 3 and 4!
starts essentially simultaneously with the explosive grow
of the ballooning mode~Fig. 1, item 2!, and is very abrupt
~10 ms! ~Fig. 1, item 3!. While ECE bursts occur during
disruptions in deuterium-only discharges as well
deuterium-tritium~D-T! discharges, we use the signal fro
the fasta particles as a convenient indicator of particle a

FIG. 1. Timing of explosive growth of precursor, fast particle~a-particle!
losses, wall heating, and ECE bursts in a major disruption.

FIG. 2. Comparison of precursor and ECE bursts in a minor disrupt
Large toroidal asymmetries in bursts is correlated with location of locali
ballooning mode.
506 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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energy loss in general. In addition, TFTR has a good sys
of a detectors, and these fasta particles are probably amon
the first particles lost. The first burst ofa loss~Fig. 1, item 4!
which lasts only on the order of 50ms, can be large, releas
ing 30% of the total fasta particles lost over the entire dis
ruption event. Within<40 ms of the onset of fast particle
loss, the inner limiter wall heats to significant levels. Te
peratures.800 °C are reached, compared to a few 100
which is more normal. Wall temperatures are measured
fast, 200 kHz, ir detectors~Fig. 1, item 5!. A significant
plasma/wall interaction occurs. Near the end of the 40ms,
intense ECE bursts are observed near the radius of the
looning mode~Fig. 1, item 6!.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF BURSTS OF ECE
DURING DISRUPTIONS

Key characteristics of ECE bursts follow. They are a
ways observed during thermal quenches of highb disrup-
tions, but not other types of disruptions such as high den
or locked mode. They start at the onset of the thermal que
phase and are most intense in the early part of the que
~Figs. 1 and 2!, as is determined by comparing bursts fro
two toroidal locations. The bursts are high intensity, w
radiation temperatures from several times to ten times th
mal levels. The duration of the bursting ranges from a f
ms to the entire duration of the thermal quench~100sms!,
and can be composed of a number of spikes of 10–150ms
duration. The onset is very fast~ms! and recovery can be jus
as fast. Sometimes the fast turn-off of bursts is due to cut
when vpe

2 ~edge! exceedsv@v2vce~edge!#, also indicating
strong plasma/wall interaction and a large increase in
edge density. Toroidally, bursts exhibit strong asymmetr
~Fig. 2!. Bursts are found to be localized in the vicinity of th
toroidally, poloidally, and radially localized ballooning mod
which triggers the disruption~Fig. 2! thus suggesting that th
bursts are closely tied to the ballooning mode evolution a
also suggesting that the origin of the bursts is localized. T
bursts can remain narrow-band, or quickly can beco
broad-band, covering a significant fraction of the profile.
there are broad-band bursts, then they either started nea
radius of the ballooning mode or are most intense at t
radius. The extent of the bursts reflects the extent of
ballooning mode. The bursts of ECE occur after there
plasma/wall interaction.

The localization of the bursts in the vicinity of the ba
looning mode explains in part the apparent variability of t
bursts identified early in highb research. That is, observatio
of the burst for a given disruption depends upon whether
ballooning mode was within the field of view of the diagno
tic viewing the ECE at the time of disruption. The extent
the ECE bursting is much smaller for minor disruptions co
pared to major disruptions, in spatial extent, time durati
and intensity. The smaller ECE bursts observed in mi
disruptions correlate well with smaller ballooning mod
also observed in minor disruptions. In minor disruptions,
smaller extent of the ballooning mode, in space and am
tude, suggests that the reconnection event should be sm
the fact that the reconnection event is smaller is consis
with the fact that a minor disruption occurs, as opposed t

.
d
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major. Because the ballooning mode is more localized
does not spread as much and as quickly in minor disrupt
as opposed to major disruptions, the observed toroidal as
metries are thus more pronounced.

V. MODIFICATION OF ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION DUE TO RAPID THERMAL QUENCH

Numerous mechanisms for the generation of the bu
were investigated, including relativistically down-shifte
emission from energetic electrons in the plasma core,
hanced emission from anisotropic distortions of the elect
distribution function due to magnetohydrodynamic MH
displacements from the kink and ballooning mode,6 en-
hanced emission from loss cone distributions due to stoc
tic fields, and skewed~versus strictly perpendicular! viewing
of the emission due to the distortion of the field from b
looning modes. All of these explanations suffered from d
ficulties agreeing with experimental observations. We pres
a model which is both qualitatively and quantitatively co
sistent with the experimental results, and in particular w
details of the magnitude, timing, and location of the burs
The scenario is as follows:

localized
MHD
mode

⇒
stochastic field
formation

and
fast particle loss

⇒
wall heating

and
cold electron

influx

⇒
electron

distribution
modification

⇒
bursts
of
ECE

.

We propose that the sudden thermal quench leads to a re
tion or flattening of the velocity gradient of the electron d
tribution functionf c in the vicinity of thermal velocitiesv th .
The initial f e , a Maxwellian with temperatureT0, is modi-
fied in an isotropic way, conserving particle density~Fig. 3!
with a flattened distribution in the region ofv th . This could
occur due to a fast exchange of hot or warm electrons w
cold electrons from the plasma edge; this would need
occur over a time period shorter than the relaxation time

The interpretation of ECE measurements is based on
‘‘equation of radiative transfer,’’ which accounts for bo
emission and absorption by electrons of different energ
occurring at different plasma locations. This equation can
written as

d

ds
I ~v,s!5 j n~v,s!2an~v,s!I ~v,s!,

FIG. 3. Model electron distribution functionf e(v) before and after modifi-
cation due to thermal quench.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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where I (v,s)5intensity, j n(v,s)5emission coefficient,
an(v,s)5absorption coefficient, andn5harmonic number.
For radiation through a plasma, incident at pointa and ob-
served at pointb, the solution is

I ~v,b!5I ~v,a!e2tab1E
a

b

ds j~v,s!e2tsb,

where

tsb~v!5E
s

b

ds8a~v,s8!.

We solve this for the three regions in Fig. 3 using expr
sions for the emission and absorption coefficients fr
Bornatici.7 These coefficients can be reduced to

j n525
16&

15

e2v

c E
0

`

dt t5/2dS t2S 2vc0

v
21D f ~ t !

and

an5252S 8p3c2

v2 D 32&

15

e2v

c

1

2m0c
2 E

0

`

dt t5/2

3dF t2S 2vc0

v
21D G ]

]t
f ~ t !,

wheret[(1/2)(v/c)2. If ] f e/]v decreases in Region II~Fig.
4!, absorption in that region decreases. These three regio
velocity space, map into three regions in real space. Dete
ECE intensity for fixed frequency is the sum of contributio
from these regions. We calculate the ratio of the predic
emission relative to initial thermal levels for various initi
temperaturesT0 and different modifications tof c . The extent
of flattening is denoted byv2 ~Fig. 3! and modified Region I
temperaturesTc . The model predicts~Fig. 4! a maximum
versusv2, with enhancement factors up to'7 for T055 keV
andTc55 eV, comparable to the experiment for both disru
tions and ELMs. Modifications off c in the v the region are
most effective in enhancing emission. Other possible mec
nisms investigated predicted enhancements of only<10%.
Burst do not require the existence of suprathermal electro
as was previously suggested.8

Assuming conservation of energy,Trelax of a final re-
laxed Maxwellian electron distribution is calculated a
shown in Fig. 4. For disruptions where large volumes
plasma are modified,Trelax/T0 agrees well with values ob
served, i.e., 0.2–0.7.

FIG. 4. Calculated enhancement of measured ECE intensity due to mo
cation of f e ~Fig. 3!.
507Plasma diagnostics
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VI. DISCUSSION

The similarity in spikes for ELMs is probably due to th
similar circumstances: ELMs are synchronized withDa

spikes, indicating a strong plasma/wall interaction due to
ELM instability. A fast ballooning type instability is though
to be responsible for the ELM events also. The radial lo
tion of bursts for ELMs is not very different from that fo
disruptions, except being slightly further out in radius.
absolute amplitude, bursts for disruptions are larger t
those for ELMs.

With this new understanding of the origin of the burs
they can be used as a new diagnostic to monitor the effec
fast and large plasma/wall interactions which result from
evolution of the magnetic configuration and fast particle a
energy transport during highb disruptions and ELMs. There
remains the question of whether these bursts would be
with equal robustness in divertor devices since the plas
wall interaction scenario could be quite different.
508 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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